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Agenda & Objectives

Arrivals 5-5:15pm

Objectives and Introductions 5:15-6pm

Industry Technology Trends – Insights from Lionpoint & 
Group Discussion

6-6:45pm

Directed Topics 6:45-7:15/30

Wrap Up & Future Roundtable Planning 7:30-8pm

Objectives

Launch a Network

Share Your 
Transformation 

Journey

Review Concerns or 
Problem Statements

Gather Feedback and 
Define the Go-Forward 

Framework



Industry Technology Trends – Insights from Lionpoint
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Market Pressures Driving Innovation

Above all, the key challenge remains delivering 
superior returns, which requires newer 
solutions to better monitor the portfolio and 
increase scenario modeling capabilities to 
foster better decisions

Increased scrutiny of regulators implies costly
compliance measures. Digitalization will help 
cope with the increased reporting obligations 
and control their costs 

To continue their growth, managers need to be 
efficient in capturing new clients from 
emerging economies, where client acquisition 
channels may be completely different

New standards on transparency of fees will put 
pressure on managers’ top lines, besides the 
emergence of lower cost providers and the retail 
investor market

Investors are increasing their allocations to 
Alternatives as markets experience 
unprecedented uncertainty. Illiquid asset 
classes offer insulation from macroeconomic 
changes.

Custom solutions need to be designed with 
better client segmentation in order to appear 
more desirable to clients, e.g., focused 
strategies

In terms of sales, there is a shift from 
“selling a product” to “selling to a client” –
and improvement in cross selling aims to 
offer the right product for the right client 
(tailored solutions)

New habits have been created to have 
access to reports at any time on any device 
to have a view of the management of their 
assets or of their funds.

Reporting

Emerging 
Markets

Performance

Product 
Development

Fee 
Transparency

Expansion

Cross
Selling

Regulatory 
Cost

What trends are pushing private markets firms to increase technology investment? 
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Private Markets Technology Stack

Reporting
& Analytics

Data, Workflow
& Integration

Core Systems

CRM | Deal & Pipeline
Accounting | Portfolio Monitoring

ERP | Financial Planning

Processes & Service Providers

Driven by the Firm Strategy, Types of LPs, Products, Investment Strategies and Markets

▪ Transparency of data and workflows
▪ Control and validate data across firm and fund products
▪ Integrate movement of data between systems and service providers
▪ Automate routine processes to eliminate manual effort

▪ Cross-product, flexible reporting capability to LPs
▪ Self-service dashboards and analytics for internal reporting
▪ Forecasting and planning across firm and fund product performance 

▪ Embed key systems for capital raising, capital deployment and firm management
▪ Align key systems to fund products and investment strategies
▪ Eliminate / mitigate technical debt from legacy systems 

▪ Standardise business processes with defined roles & responsibilities
▪ Align operating model (e.g., cross product functions) with overall business strategy
▪ Many firms fail to improve business processes in conjunction with technology
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Looking Ahead in Private Markets Technology
Themes Lionpoint Sees Private Markets Firms Focusing On For Innovation

PortCo Advanced Data 
Enablement 

Digital Client Experience
Optimize CRM & Deal 
Pipeline via DealCloud

BPM Expansion Enterprise Data Strategy

▪ PE Firms are exploring leveraging 
advances in cloud-based data and 
computing for PortCo value 
creation

▪ Historically an expensive and labor 
intensive endeavor now a realistic 
and cost-efficient initiative

▪ Capture ERP data from PortCo’s to 
find common insights across 
industries, regions, procurement, 
sales or marketing

▪ Enablement of PortCo IT globally 
and remotely through cloud 
computing

▪ Eliminating an offline onboarding 
experience

▪ Looking at the firms investor 
portal to issue digital commitment 
notices, fund legal docs

▪ BD & Marketing advancement 
utilizing portals targeting under-
allocated LP’s across product 
offerings

▪ Direct data capture through API to 
LP’s 

▪ Embarking on a refreshed 
operating model around 
CRM/Deal Pipeline utilizing 
DealCloud

▪ Talent Management Analysis
▪ Centralizing a repository for firm 

network of executives
▪ Maintain a Talent Database to be 

leveraged for portfolio 
company positions 

▪ Anaplan: Used by over 50+ Tier 1 
managers to transform Excel 
based processes and connect data 
and calculations across different 
use cases (e.g., incentive 
compensation, workforce 
planning, waterfall calculations, 
portfolio analytics)

▪ Appian, Jira, Unqork and other 
BPM tools: Used to automate 
workflow between functions / 
applications e.g., investor 
servicing, investor onboarding, 
deal execution

▪ M365 Power Platform: 
PowerApps; PowerAutomate; 
PowerBI; 

▪ Defining the framework to deploy 
a scalable platform for firm data 
strategy & analytics

▪ Unifying siloed solutions through a 
single data platform utilizing 
platform <> platform data 
connections and processes

▪ Building the business architecture 
to support the strategy through 
identifying stewards, principles 
and processes

▪ Selecting tools that drive data 
process automation paired with 
the governance to monitor the 
quality

▪ Capturing a roadmap of use cases 
to build for the business
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What are peers also focusing on (external view from Lionpoint)

Area Summary Industry Trends Industry Options

Portfolio 
Construction

▪ Constructing portfolios for remaining fund 
allocations, new products and bespoke 
mandates for clients

▪ Ability to combine existing and future portfolio 
investments

▪ Run advanced forecasting analytics and 
scenarios

▪ Support cross-product / asset class mandates
▪ Data and integration remains a large challenge

▪ No silver bullet in terms of technology
▪ Industry vendors (e.g. eVestment, Cobalt, 

eFront, CEPRES) provide high level functionality 
but not robust analytics

Investment Insight

▪ Combining data, documents, benchmarking 
and performance analytics for investments

▪ Bringing together data and documents from 
CRM, Portfolio Monitoring, Document 
Management Systems and market data sources

▪ Unified views of prospective and existing 
investments

▪ Tighter integration of core investment 
applications

▪ Enhanced use of CRM and portfolio monitoring 
tools

Incentive 
Compensation 

Automation

▪ Private markets incentive compensation 
models are complex and largely on Excel

▪ Workforce planning is under-examined by the 
industry

▪ Little connection between corporate 
incentives (salary, bonus) and investment 
incentives (carry, co-investment)

▪ Moving to no / low-code applications to convert 
Excel based processes

▪ Firms such as Blackstone, Angelo Gordon, 
Schroders and Pinebridge have automated and 
streamlined their incentive compensation 
model using Anaplan 

Financial Planning 
& Analysis

▪ Allocations
▪ Budgeting
▪ Fund product to Firm analysis (e.g. how do 

firm forecasted revenues impact OpEx 
planning) is under-developed

▪ Moving to no / low-code applications to convert 
Excel based processes

▪ Typically not doing this within the planning 
tools of ERP – point solutions offer greater 
flexibility 

▪ Firms such as 3i, Coller Capital, AXA Investment 
Management moving to Anaplan for these 
processes
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What does good look like in 2022?
Private markets is undergoing a transformation as firms strive to reach technology maturity 

Front Office Technology Middle Office Technology Back Office Technology

Leading 
Firms

▪ Cross-browser / tablet / mobile investor portal with 
self-service reporting dashboards

▪ Proprietary branding and integration with digital 
marketing strategy and tools

▪ Ability, track and respond to submit investor queries 
digitally (e.g., chatbots, ticketing)

▪ Audit trail capabilities to support governance and 
compliance requirements

▪ Online, automated investor onboarding, utilising 
wealth management technologies

▪ Syncing of CRM and investor portal investor data
▪ Specialist CRM system (e.g., DealCloud) or 

configuration of enterprise solution (e.g., Salesforce)

▪ Master data management platform / data warehouse
▪ Advanced modelling systems
▪ Strategic use of business intelligence tools across the 

firm
▪ Automated calculations, integrated with back-office 

data
▪ Integration of workflow and reporting through the 

cloud
▪ Real time data
▪ Integrated payments / bank systems with accounting 

systems

▪ Configuration of core Alternatives “ERP” to meet fund 
requirements (e.g. Investran, eFront) and best in class 
accounting applications aligned to product / portfolio.

▪ Integration with third party administrator (receive 
data feed, ability to interchange providers, risk 
management rather than full shadow)

▪ Straight-through report / notice generation 
▪ Ability to consolidate and slice data across fund / 

product / investments
▪ Integration of underlying data feeds (e.g. portfolio 

data, benchmarks etc.) through accounting systems

Industry 
Norm

▪ Web-based investor portal
▪ Access to fund and investor documentation
▪ Central data governance to manage global investor 

changes
▪ CRM module as part of wider technology application
▪ Manual payment processes

▪ Legacy data warehouse
▪ Tactical use of business intelligence tools (Tableau, 

Qlik, Power BI)
▪ Standard calculations / forecasting performed by 

back-office systems
▪ Complex calculations handled by Excel
▪ Reporting generated as needed
▪ On demand data

▪ Stand-alone accounting system
▪ Multiple service providers (limited data availability)
▪ Manual reporting processes

Entry Level ▪ Mail-merge document distribution
▪ CRM data in Excel

▪ Variety of data silos
▪ Excel modelling
▪ Monthly / Quarterly data

▪ Excel based processes
▪ Outsourced fund administrator (manual oversight)
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Implementation & Configuration
Technology benefits and advantages are not achieved by new solutions alone

Standardise
Data & Workflow

Evolve, enhance and maintain 
system benefits

Clearly Define & Align 
User Roles

Outcome & BenefitsOpportunity

▪ Increased ability to gather, organise and 
present information in an accessible way

▪ Put critical and necessary information in 
the hands of key decision makers

▪ Control based operating environment with 
increased ability to scale; leveraging 
industry specific technology & services for 
better support, governance & processes

▪ Use system implementation as an 
opportunity to formalize technology & 
reporting

▪ Address and standardize people, process
within the organization

▪ Leverage best-in-class technology and 
partner with a provider that offers industry 
expertise, services and a network of 
industry peers with similar challenges



The Evolution of Private Markets Data Strategy
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Data Lifecycle Use Cases in Private Markets
The current state of data management in Private Markets requires many layers of manual processes to solve for siloed and dislocated solutions

- Third Party Admin
- LP’s
- Counterparties

- Accounting
- Technology

External

Internal
Investor
Services

Data Lifecycle Use Case: CRM & Deal Pipeline

Deal Team

Portfolio 
Management

Investor 
Services

- LP Quarterly Report
- Fundraising

- Executive Reporting
- MP/MD/Principals

External

Internal

Data Lifecycle Use Case: Portfolio Monitoring & Data Collection

Operational Risk Impact

Heavy Reliance on Excel
Key person risk, lack of governance, 
manual processing

Data Siloed in Point Solutions
No Data Governance or Data Quality 
framework throughout the 
organization

Information ‘databased’ in Excel and 
stored on Sharepoint, Outlook, 
Network Drives

Inaccessible information, more 
manual processes, human element 
risk

Data delivered through the 
organization via Outlook

Size constraints, security concerns, 
inaccessibility

Manual data extracts require manual 
manipulation 

Ungoverned data management results 
in inconsistent reporting principles

Reporting stays structured and 
inflexible

Loss in ‘time-to-market’ for data 
analysis when relying on dislocated 
data sources

https://www.google.com/imgres?imgurl=https%3A%2F%2Fi2.wp.com%2Fdukelong.com%2Fwp-content%2Fuploads%2F2015%2F07%2FPereview_logo_col_RGB.png%3Ffit%3D740%252C215&imgrefurl=http%3A%2F%2Fdukelong.com%2Fpereview-the-life-of-the-asset-solution%2F&docid=pj9AMC7hfXa0mM&tbnid=_Qp4JzA4ufcN4M%3A&vet=10ahUKEwjj47bIyLLlAhWqTBUIHS6qCFUQMwhEKAAwAA..i&w=740&h=215&bih=809&biw=1707&q=pereview&ved=0ahUKEwjj47bIyLLlAhWqTBUIHS6qCFUQMwhEKAAwAA&iact=mrc&uact=8
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Private Market 
Platforms

Alternative Data

Azure Data 
Factory

ETL & 
Integrations

Reconciliations

BI 
Reporting

Workflows 
and 

Collaboration

Data 
Warehousing 

& Internal 
Controls

External / 
Internal Data 

Transfer

Azure Synapse

Business 
Intelligence

Artificial Intelligence

Modeling & Reporting

The modern private markets technology
ecosystem is anchored by core business
platforms but enhanced through a proper
data strategy and governance
frameworks, cloud computing, dynamic
reporting and advanced data analytics.

MDM & Governance

Fund Manager 
Solutions

The Advanced Private Markets Data Strategy
New vendor entrants are enabling enhanced data management at every stage in the lifecycle
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Begin the Journey to Enterprise Data Analytics Through a Phased Approach
Take a use case driven approach to show results in an iterative fashion

➢ Review and assess current 
state Data Dimensions

➢ Identify the data maturity of 
the organization

➢ Formulate target state Data 
Strategy & Governance

➢ Establish roadmap & 
transformation plan

➢ Select data platforms for ETL & 
Data Warehouse

➢ Begin data analysis on systems 
of record

➢ Build data model, data quality 
checks & integration strategy

➢ Build Data Hub Architecture 
and Schema

➢ Process re-engineering, 
business user training

Phase 1

Data Strategy Assessment

Phase 3

Deploy Reporting Strategy
Phase 2

Operationalize & Implement

Phase 4

Monitor, Maintain, Enhance

➢ Design and develop key 
business reports

➢ Deploy analytics capabilities to 
business users

➢ Implement self service and 
dynamic reporting tools

➢ Democratize data throughout 
the firm

➢ Establish ongoing monitoring 
and maintenance model i.e.
Platform as a Service (PaaS)

➢ Build backlog of enhancements 
and new opportunities

➢ Test new use cases of 
advanced analytics 

➢ Support and train business 
users

Target High Value and Impactful Use Cases | Agile Development | Maintain Feedback Loop for Improvement & Efficiencies
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Reporting & Analytics via PowerBI…



Anaplan is a cloud-based modelling and planning platform 
powered by an in-memory and  multidimensional calculation 
engine. It provides alternative asset managers with an agile 
and collaborative planning and performance management 
solution that improves and accelerates decision-making.

Valuations

Financial 
Planning & 

Analysis

Revenue 
Forecasting

Tax 
Calculations  
& Reporting

CONNECTED  
PLANNING

Fund 
Model

Carry

Plan

Admin

Asset 
FP&A

Portfolio

Construction

Portfolio

Analytics

Financial 

Data Review

Exit Scenario 
Modeling

Portfolio

Monitoring

Incentive

Comp.

Workforce

Planning

Waterfall & 
Mgmt Fee

Calculation

Performance

Metrics

Covenant

Oversight

Corporate

FP&A

Fund Manager Level across finance, investor 
relations, HR and operations 

Fund Operations Level across middle 
and back-office functionality

Portfolio / Strategy Level across private 
equity, private debt, credit, real estate, 
infrastructure, hedge and liquid strategies

Anaplan Use Cases for Alternative Investments

15



BPM & Automation
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Current Industry Drivers
What current issues are driving the Alternative Investments industry to invest in BPMA?

End-of-life Legacy Systems
As legacy systems struggle to cope with new
processes, required to handle larger volumes of data,
manual workarounds are often introduced, rendering
the operation no longer efficient or scalable.

End-of-life Legacy Systems
Legacy systems within the PM space are rapidly
approaching end-of-life, with key processes
embedded in these systems. Firms are having to
introduce manual workarounds where these systems
are no longer appropriate.

Key Person Dependency
With proprietary tech built using traditional coding
languages, firms often rely on a very small number of
in-house experts who truly understand the code, and
hence how to bug-fix and enhance the tech to allow
for further development.

System and Departmental Silos
Lack of system integration leads to extremely manual
processes being prevalent across the lifecycle. Manual
handoffs lead to a dramatic reduction in operational
efficiency, and to an increase in the likelihood of
manual errors.

System and Departmental Silos
Manual hand-off processes between core systems are
prevalent, with a limited number of firms
demonstrating truly end-to-end straight-through-
processing. Teams often use department-specific
systems independent of the wider architecture.

Key Person Dependency
The substantial time commitment required for any
enhancements or fixes, which are increasingly likely to
be required in a growing market, causes the burden
on key staff members to rapidly increase, leading to
an increased chance of absence.

Drivers Impacts
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Current Industry Drivers
What current issues are driving the Alternative Investments industry to invest in BPMA?

Expanding, Ever-changing Market
Deals with increasing complexity and diversity
become difficult to standardize and scale, meaning
firms require more fluidity and flexibility in their
approach, to cater for the ever-changing market and
changes in regulatory and compliance rules.

Expanding, Ever-changing Market
The landscape is rapidly evolving, with new product
and fund types being launched with increasing speed.
Deal complexity and diversity is also increasing, with
managers deploying multi-asset class offerings. There
are also regular changes in regulatory and compliance
rules.

Business vs Tech Knowledge Gap
With proprietary tech built using traditional coding
languages, there is often a substantial knowledge gap
between business users and technology teams. There
is also a considerable lack of development talent
availability in the recruitment market.

Competitive Landscape
To become a true market leader, firms must have the
ability to rapidly introduce processes and workflows
into their wider architecture, to cater for innovative
new products designed to keep them ahead of the
competition.

Competitive Landscape
Competition in the Alternative Investments industry is
fierce, meaning there is a greater need to digital tools
to rapidly improve operational efficiency, allowing
firms to compete.

Business vs Tech Knowledge Gap
The lack of available development talent drastically
increases the cost of hiring. Due to the knowledge
gap, business users are unaware of the ‘art of the
possible’, and are hence hesitant to ask tech teams for
development.

Drivers Impacts
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Current Industry Drivers
What current issues are driving the Alternative Investments industry to invest in BPMA?

Data Health
Disparate, unconnected solutions are often relying on
out-of-date, contradictory data. Manual intervention
frequently gives rise to errors, causing significant
downstream data quality impacts. This can affect
employee trust in data, and its usability.

Data Health
The prevalence of manual processes across the
industry often leads to the mismanagement of dat. As
the sheer quantities of data being collected and
managed within the Alternative Investments industry
increases, firms require an architecture to protect
their data health more than ever.

Data Privacy & Security
Manual processes often require the handling of
sensitive data or PII, with external-facing processes
often posing the highest security risk with the threat
of data breaches. Systemising currently manual
external facing processes reduces this risk.

Unique Private Market Workflows
Firms often need to sacrifice functionality in order to
force their workflows in these rigid systems, often
leading to the introduction of manual workaround
processes.

Unique Private Market Workflows
Firms are frequently having to pack alternatives
specific workflows and processes into generalised
SaaS applications or legacy proprietary tech, lacking
the full range of functionality required to cater for
bespoke product offerings.

Data Privacy & Security
Manual handling and distribution of sensitive data can
cause a range of regulatory issues, potentially leading
to severe sanctions. Wherever possible, firms should
seek to systemize and automate any processes
handling potentially sensitive data.

Drivers Impacts
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Current Industry Drivers
What current issues are driving the Alternative Investments industry to invest in BPMA?

Investor Transparency
Firms must ensure the accuracy and timeliness of all
client-facing information and data, meaning emphasis
must be placed on the management and processing
of this data.

Investor Transparency
Investors are demanding more information to be
available on-demand, with enhanced reporting
capabilities provided through dedicated investor
portals.

Outsourcing Oversight
Firms are frequently looking to outsource middle and
back-office functions to third-parties. These external
parties are responsible for providing accurate and
timely data, with huge downstream implications.

Operational Challenges to Scale
IT budgets are consumed by talented developers
spending their time maintaining existing solutions,
rather than expanding functionality or building new
technologies. Rapid obsoletism means solutions quickly
become incompatible with the wider ecosystem.

Operational Challenges to Scale
Areas within the typical lifecycle are manually
intensive, significantly driving up costs and reducing
efficiencies of operating models. Addition of products
or AUM becomes increasingly challenging with
manually intensive processes.

Outsourcing Oversight
As the number of third-parties involved in a firm’s end-
to-end lifecycle increase, so does the importance of
managing the handoff processes between internal
systems and their external counterparts, as well as the
importance of providing oversight.

Drivers Impacts
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Application Development Options
What forms of workflow application development are available to clients?

Fl
ex

ib
ili

ty

Speed of Deployment

Traditional 
Programming 

Languages

Low-code 
Solutions

No-code 
Solutions

SaaS 
Applications

Traditional Programming 
Languages

• Manual process of writing program logic and building 
applications from scratch

• Requires extensive technical skills to build and maintain 
complex codebases

Low-code Solutions

• Provide balance of flexibility and deployment speed

• Allow development teams to rapidly create applications using 
visual design tools and drag-and-drop interfaces

• Enables configuration of data connections and process 
mapping without code

• Low-code and no-code tools are not just a solution to a 
particular problem, but a platform to build solutions for future 
use-cases 

• Platform as a Service (PaaS) allows for complete 
development & deployment in the cloud

• Customers can develop, run and manage their own 
applications, without the additional complexity of maintaining 
the infrastructure

• Impressive auditability and traceability – can easily audit user 
interactions and process/personnel gaps

• Copy-and-paste functionality allows for ever-improving 
speeds of development, as similar workflows and applications 
are built

No-code Solutions

SaaS Applications

• A licensing and cloud-based delivery model, where the 
provider maintains the application, allowing customers to 
access via browser

• SaaS applications often lack flexibility, as customers are 
unable to customize and change the core of the application

Balance flexibility & deployment speed
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Low-Code & No-Code features
What are the defining features of low-code & no-code platforms?

Visual Software Development

A user-friendly environment, designed to simplify 
development logic, utilizing drag-and-drop, built-in features 
instead of extensive languages. These platforms also offer 
fantastic collaborative working experiences.

Out-of-the-box Functionality

Eliminating the requirement to build core modules and 
applications from scratch. Many low/no-code platforms 
include pre-built modules for commonly-used functions.

Reusability

Pre-configured modules and apps can be quickly reused to 
develop new solutions at pace. As firms continue to expand 
their use of a low-code platform, the efficiency of builds 
will naturally improve as elements of apps are reused.

Security

Security, governance, and access controls are built-in to 
most low and no-code platforms before adjustments are 
made. Developers can also add SSO and other user 
authentication methods to apps.

Cross-platform Accessibility

Many firms choose to utilize multi-device compatibility and 
functionality, allowing for new apps to be used on any 
device using predominant operating systems.

Scalability

Automating currently manual workflows improves the 
scalability of processes, enabling businesses to handle an 
increase in number of users and items with ease. 
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Low-code & No-code Platforms
What are the main differences between the two platform types?

Low-code No-code

Introduction

As the name suggests, low-code platforms require developers to do a small amount of coding 
(significantly less than with coding languages used during traditional application 
development). Non-IT professionals with some programming knowledge can use low-code 
tools to develop simple apps. Low-code platforms are often used to build apps capable of 
running processes critical to core systems (e.g. certain integrations / digital transformations).

Introduction

No-code platforms target more non-technical users in various business functions. A more in-
depth knowledge and understanding of business needs is required, but little coding or 
programming skill is required. Most no-code platforms do require developers to have 
completed intensive training courses, and expert developers can produce functioning high-
quality apps at a rapid pace.

Benefits Weaknesses Benefits Weaknesses

• Greater level of control, with higher 
amounts of code allowing for increased 
customisation

• Still enough inherent simplicity to 
rapidly develop applications

• Slightly higher coding requirements
• Potentially slower development
• Business users with limited coding 

experience may struggle to use
• Can be difficult to master quickly

• Fastest time from design to release –
provides improved agility

• Easier for business users lacking coding 
experience to understand dev

• Less customisation – more click and 
drag functionality

• Shadow IT – casual users can develop 
apps without supervision
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Use-cases: Alternative Investments
What processes are we seeing Alternative Investments optimise through low-code & no-code BPM tools?

New Fund/Product 
Launch

Contact Management

Fundraising Pipeline

Investor Subscriptions

Know Your Client

Anti-Money Laundering

Accreditation

Investor Terms
(e.g. side letters)

Investor Document 
Management

Investor Preferences

Deal Pipeline 
Management

Pre-Deal Compliance 
(e.g., NDA, conflicts)

Deal Suitability
(e.g. ESG)

Deal Due Diligence

Investment Committee 
Approvals

Deal Closing and 
Onboarding

Investment Data 
Collection

Valuations

Cap Calls and 
Distributions

Value Creation

Legal Entity Management

Regulatory
(e.g. AIFMD, ADV)

NAV Reviews and 
Controls

Custody / Bank Account 
Management

Account Summary

Advisor Summary

Account Inquiries 

Document Distribution 

Investor Account 
Maintenance

Transaction Initiation

Fundraising Investor Onboarding Deal Pipeline
Investment 
Operations

Fund Operations Investor Operations General

Data Extraction

Spreadsheet-like 
Calculations

Templated Forms

Workflow Management

Investor Portals

Investor Suitability
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Contact Page

Jonathan Balkin
Executive Director

jbalkin@lionpointgroup.com

Mike Tracy
Executive Director

mtracy@lionpointgroup.com

Bill McMahon
Executive Director

gtravers@lionpointgroup.com

Jonathan Broch
Executive Director

jbroch@lionpointgroup.com
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